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Governor W. C. McDonald spent a
pleasant afternoon yesterday as the
gcest of Juan Rey Martinez, governor of the Indian pueblo of San
In an interview this morning
the governor stated that no resignations were on file, but that a number
were expected within the next few

By Ppeelil T.eased "Wire to New Mexican)
Manila, Jan. 24. The first provin-

(By Special Leased Wire to New STcxtcanl
London, Jan. 21. The American
minister at Peking has called in ill
Americans living in outlying pares of
the city, according to a news agency
dispatch from Tien Tsin today. The
friction between the Manehu troops
of the Imperial army and Yuan Shi
Kai's force of Chinese troops, is constantly increasing, and a serious conflict may be precipitated at iny moment.
The Buffalo at Amoy.
Amoy, China, Jan. 21. The tin; ted
States transport Bulffalo, arrived here
from .vhicli
today from Shanghai,
port she sailed on Sunday.
Imperial Troops Revolt.
Peking, Jan. 24. Two thousand
Imperial troops stationed at the city
of Siang Yang, in the province of
to the northwest of Hankow, arc
reported to have revolted inilavor of
the Republic.
Excitement Is Dying Down.
Peking, Jan. 21. The exci'enu nt in
Peking is diminishing owing to the
slowness of developments
and pre
cautions for Premier Yuan Shi Kai's
safety have been lessened. Persist-

cial convention in the Philippines has
instructed the Republican delegates
to vote
of the Pangasinin province
against the endorsement of President
Taft at the Territorial convention.
Hadley 's Position a Surprise.

Ilde-fons-

Washington, D. C, Jan. 24 Friends
of the administration were surprised
District Attorney Qualifies.
Charles W. G. Ward, elected dis- today at the announcement thai Govtrict attorney for the fourth judicial ernor Hadley of Missouri hud come
district, filed his oath and bond yes- out in support of the nomination of
Governor Hadterday with Secretary of State Antonio Colonel Roosevelt.
Lucero. Mr. Ward is a resident of ley's support had been counted upon
East Las Vegas.
by political advisers 'if President
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Pan, France, Jan. 21. .Maurice Ta-- j
Washington, D. (.. Jan. 24. In the,
dispatch from
Rome says that the Italian govern- buteaii, the French aviator. Hying in hope oi' checkim; emigration of Amer-hi- s
ment has given orders that the Turks
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In session at 2 p. m.
Lorimer Semifinal election
inquiry postponed.
Foreign Relations Committee agreed to recommend ratification of the general
trade
mark treaty.
Public Lands Committee favorably reported a bill making 18,000,0(10 acres of public
oil lands available for agricul-
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X and the Martinis di San Giuliano, the land 57 seconds and the ;'.00 kilometers! a homestead would be reduced from
five years to three, and a homestead- toreign minister, held a long consul-- in two hours and ."1 minutes.
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Tientto Lobato, appellant,
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most Immediate need of Santa X best to Teceive the Duke like a new X hers have already arrived in
M. O. Chance of the Economy Com
the 'district court of Taos county, re
learned here today.
will
X Fe and essential to its future X ambassador.
committee
X town.
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ruary 5 to ratify selections of mem.
were
all
mission,
present.
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set for hearing March
A Santa Fe conductor made a rec- bers of the Republican Congressional
Major A. J. Butt, as the President's X probably call the state conven- Mr. Cleveland was asked for a de- X growth. A proposition of that X
The caucus is
ord of the ticket into this city but no campaign committee.
tailed statement as to what profit- X kind can be made to pay under X personal aide, will meet the Duke at X tion to select eight delegates
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Senfurther record of it has been found preliminary to the organization of
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made
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and
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will
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X
convention.
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act
national
management,
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right
by the appropriaSUGAR REDUCED TEN CENTS, ably could be
the Congressional committee In Febby the Santa Fe.
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Towri Wire to New Mexican l tions committee. It is said, he will X to pay big, both for the capi- x official guide, when he is not on the X timent favors an early convenA search of the hospitals, hotels ruary for the coming campaign. RepX acre or two of British territory cover- - X tion in March and Santa Fe for
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X
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elimination
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " floods.

the

Always the Leader

GROCERY

C

TRY A TEN CENT

JUST

BMOF CASdETS

Southern Corner Plaza,
CASH

ALL

Santa Fe. Telephone
WE

PURCHASES.

WHOLESALE

GIVE

bowels.

Cascaret tonight will make you
feel great by morning.
They work
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
and cost only 10 cents a box from
your druggist. Millions of men and
women take a Cascaret now and then
and never have Headache, Biliousness,
crated tongue. Indigestion, Sour Stomach or Constipated bowels. Cascarets

AND

No. 40.

REGISTER

TICKETS

RETAIL

belong in every household.

Children

just love to take them.

"LIFE'S PROBLEM."
Forty years old and unmarried,

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFALFA SEED.

AH

kinds of flowers, garden

&

STOCK

FOOD.

LEO HERSCH

45

Phone Black

45

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
Now on

the floor

of

the Sante Fe Trail

THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL

TO

ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS

& Curio Co.

OF THE HOUSE OF

LEARN ARDLIN DEM ANN COMPANY
are ordering in

shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
and Arizona purchasers.
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
car-loa-

d

LEARNARD &
LINDEMANN CO.
German

E. M. Lehnor, Expert

Lonely and weary of life,
a lifetime miscarried,
I determined to get me a wife.

Judge Raynolds at Estancia.
Judge E. L. Medler at Estancia, yesterday received word of the death of
and wary, his mother in Los Angeles, afrd has
But first, being world-wisI thought that I'd find out the cost, asked Judge Herbert F. Raynolds to
Would a paltry three thousand keep hold court for him in the Torrance
county seat.
Mary?
Or should we be stranded and lost?
Throat Cut Ear to Ear.
I'd ask John he'd married a beauty;
Aniceto Esparaza, a shoemaker at
And Tom he was tied to a queen;
El Paso, had his throat cut from ear
to ear by some unknown assassin. He
And Bob who had felt it his duty
had been drinking and could not tell
To wed a sweet chit of sixteen.
who had carved him. The wound was
John sighed as he answered my ques- not deep enough to be fatal. A week
tion;
ago Esparaza had been struck over
"Stocks down, business awful, but the head with a beer bottle, also by
some unknown assailant.
still
The sale of my gold mine in Preston,
Thank God, paid the milliner's bill."
OCEAN TO OCEAN
HIGHWAY VIA. DEMING.
worn by
Tom's face was
sorrow ;
Socialists Put on Lyceum Course of
His clothes, out of date and threadFive Lectures Santa Fe Man
bare.
To Install Picture Show.
"The Missus? She's sailing tomor-

Established 1900
Albuqurque, New Mexico
Piano Tuner.

row.'
He'd mortgaged
fare.
Bob, debonair,

the home

for her

happy,
Replied with an ominous frown:
"With my very last cent I've just
light-hearte-

parted,

To pay for my wife's Paris gown."
Ah, me! There's the rain on the
shingle,
' And my rooms seem deserted
and

drear,
Still, I'd rather be lonely and single,
Than starve on three thousand a

f

Life.

year!

LUIVIDLH

OC

UUML TMnU

AROUND

DAWSON COAL

Thirty

THE STATE

Men Employed.

by
Thirty men are now employed
the Rock Island in the gravel pit at
Obar, Quay county.

" The
Quality Coal."

Arrested for Purse Snatching.
Antonio Gonzales was arrested at
El Paso on the charge of snatching a
purse from a woman.

Near Union DepotJ

333 HICKOX STREET,

Mexico.

deep-line-

LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS

PHONE, RED 100.

New Way to Make Apple

Dumplings

K C Apple Dumplings

One

and

cups sifted flour;
teaspoonful salt; 3 level ieaspoonfus
K C Baking Powder;
cup shortening; about yz cup milk; apples.
Fill the cups of a buttered muffin pan
with pared and sliced apples, sprinkle
with salt and turn two or three
of water into each cup. Sift
together, three times, the flour, salt and
baking powder; work in the shortening,
and mix to a soft dough with the milk.
Drop the dough from a spoon with the
apples in thecups, giving it a smooth exminterior. Let bake about twenty-fiv- e
utes. Invert the pan on a large serving-disPut a spoonful of hard sauce above
the apple in each dumpling and finish
with a grating of nutmeg.
one-ha- lf

Deming, X. M., Jan 22. Representatives of the Deming Chamber of
Commerce and of the Douglas Cham
ber of Commerce met at Lordsburg
Sunday, the gentlemen from Douglas
having viewed the proposed automobile road from their town to Lordsburg, and the Deming party having
viewed the road from here to LordsThe Douglas party did not
burg.
come on to Deming and El Paso, as
previously contemplated, but returned
They have arSunday to Douglas.
ranged, however, to come to Deming
one day this week and meet here

representatives

froivu

the El Paso

of

The Chamber
tomobile Club.
Commerce here have invited representatives of the club and also of the
of Commerce to
El Paso Chamber
meet here one day this week for a
conference with the Douglas .repre
sentatives concerning the proposed
link in the "Ocean to Ocean" highway
including El Paso, Deming and Doug
las.
At that time information con
cerning the proposed road will be
available.
H. H. Kelly, president of
the Deming Chamber of Commerce,
was among those who went to Lordsburg Sunday, and reports the road
from Deming to the Luna county line
to be in excellent condition, but that
the road from the Luna county line
to Lordsburg needed repairs badly.
Mr. B. B. Ownby, commissioner from

General Express Forwarders
All Parts of The World

three days:

Forty

acres for

C. E.

Hicks; eighty acres for L. L. Gaskill;
twenty acres for A. D. Paxton; eighty
Mr. Pena
seres for Paul Heermans.
has now 107 men in the field on
grubbing contracts, as well as seven
crews at work.
Dr. R. C. Hoffman went to
Springs this morning to spend
a few days in recreation.
L. Clement Hanlon, Jr., of Santa Fe,
has rented one of the Mahoney buildings on Silver avenue, and will install therein a first class moving picAs soon as the building
ture show.
is vacated, Mr. Hanlon will be ready
to install his equipment, as he has it
already ordered and on the road.
Fay-woo- d

POLITICS

IDfOLITICila

Appointed Court Stenographer.
Judge T. D. Lieb of Raton has ap
pointed John Rogers of Las Vegas,
court stenographer.

Its Hardware We Have

It

Phone 14

GENERAL MERCHANDISE

-

Start the NEW YEAR by given
especially in 5, 10 and 25c, goods.

-:-

-

-:-

-

better values than ever,

We

:

:

:

:

:

OIR PRICES ARE MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES.

The Canon Road Automobile Line Passes our Door.

Phone Black 6619

436 Canon Road

Why Import Mineral Water ?
i

Imperial Laundry

Restaurant

YOU CAN GET

THE

lr

Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
'& CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.
Delivered to your house.

KAUNE

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

rnn

CAIE

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in tbeEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

rUli JAIX

DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED.
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deaf
ness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lin
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rum
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
eases out of ten are caused by Catarrh
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
lars, free.
F. J. CHEXEY CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

'

:WHEN

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

members from
Dona Ana county to the state legisla
ture, report many applicants for the
various positions now ready to be
filled. Rio Grande Republican.

J. P. Steed & Son

I

-:-

Many Applicants.

MORGAN LIVERY CO.

P.

Hardware Co.

s
If

14.

FRANK F. GORMLEY

The newly elected

THE STAR BARN

PAINTING

Q

g

o

SIGN

Phone

geles, California.
District Attorney Jas. R. Waddill
went to Silver City today on business.
W. H. Hobbs of Rochester, Texas,
has arrived in Deming, and intends to
make this his home. He bought land
six
northeast of Deming last
summer, and is here to begin the
work of developing the same.
Manuel Pena has taken the following contracts for grubbing in the last

j j

BARNES, Agent.

Wood-Davi-

the colored certificate packed in every
can of K C Baking Powder to the JaquesMfg.
Be sure to get the
Co.. Chicago.
size
smaller cutis do not contain Cook's Book certificates

Au-

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

J.

lHGHTFKIC-TO-

WE ARE PROUD OF OUR STORE, BECAUSE IT IS
A SUC
CESSFUL HARDWARE STORE.
YOU DO NOT "FORK OVER" YOUR MONEY TO US FOR POOR
PRICE FOR THE
GOODS, BUT PAY US ONLY A' REASONABLE
- BEST HARDWARE MADE.
WHEN YOU WANT HARDWARE REMEMBER WE'VE GOT IT.

TJiis is only one of the many new, delicious and
appetizing recipes contained in the K C Cook's
Book, which may be obtainedrrtf by sending

Cut Resisting a Thief.
While resisting a man who wanted
to steal $11 from him, Jose Vialpan-cwas badly cut in the shoulder at the
Lordsburg district, assured Mr.
El Paso.
Kelly that $1,000.00 would be available
from the Grant county road fund for
Carlos Brito Found Guilty.
the road between Lordsburg
repairing
Carlos Brito charged with the lar and the Luna county line. The chairceny of a harness was found guilty in man of the good roads committee, Dr
district court at Estancia.
R. C. Hoffman, and X. A. Bolich went
TO
in Dr. Hoffman's car, and were not so
Champion Was Drunk.
f nunate as to arrive in Lordsburg.
S. B. Poilard, captain and champion Dr. Hoffman turned the matter of
rugby player at Toronto, Canada, was running the car over to Mr. Boilch,
for being and it being Mr. Bolich 's first experi
arrested at Albuquerque
MftflPV and ,nconvenience by Purchasing Weils
drunk.
JUTfc illUUwj Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
ence as chauffeur, he ran the car
about forty miles an hour into a bunch
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
Assault to Murder.
of unfortunate burros. The two lead
Joe Page was arrested at El Paso ing burros bore the brunt of the onon the charge of assaulting with in- slaught, and one was killed and the
and all Foreign
Payable
U. S., Canada, Mexico
tent to murder Jose Sereceres. The ether mortally wounded. The engine
Countries
Throughout
latter was badly injured.
of tke machine went dead, and Dr.
Hoffman woke up. After compensa
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
Estancia Herald Wins Suit.
ting the owner of the burros for their
In the case of P. A. Speckman vs. loss, the machine was
turned and MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
Jt
The Board of County Commissioners headed for Deming.
FOR GOVERNMENT
POSITIONS.
The Test of the
the party returned to Deming
of Torrance county, involving
Sunday
booklet
about 360,000
tells
Free
D.
printing of the delinquent tax list in after dark, making the last forty-twin U. S. Civil Ser-positions
protected
the Estancia Herald the court sus- miles of the run in two hours. There vice.
More than 40,000 vacancies
tained the demurrer of the Herald. is much interest in getting the road every year,
lifetime
employment
fiom Douglas to El Paso in first class Easy to get. Just ask for examina
Death of James Heidenreich.
condition, so that it will be incor tion booklet
Njw Mexico Civil Ser
James E. Heidenreich, formerly of porated in the "Ocean to Ocean' high vice School, Albuquerque, N. M., Box
Ho way, so that these points will catch a 452.
Las Vegas, died at Albuquerque.
Successor to
larger share of the ocean to ocean
traffic, and also bring the places closer
THE FAVORITE LAXATIVE
together commercially.
I have
purchased the Morgan Livery Co., stock and
The Deming
Socialists have ar
as
hereafter
be
will
known
and
the place
Miss Van Steenburg, a Brooklyn ranged to put on a lyceum course of!
equipment
the
to
be
THE STAR BARN. My endeavor will
give
girl, lately found herself unable to five lectures, the first one of which
CARPENTERS
best service to the public and will keep the business
sleep. Of course she was worried be- will be given in the near future. The;
first-clas- s
line
cause there is nothing that will more speakers and subjects are as follows:
open at all times day and night, with
AND CWNET MAKERS.
We Are
"How
of livery rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.
quickly and certainly wreck health Eugene Wood,
I Will appreciate your patronage and influence.
than to be unable to rest at night Gouged;" X. A. Richardson, "Why
Now sleeplessness is just a symp- Things Happen to Happen;" George
Yours in Business
J. R. CREATH.
tADE TO ORDER
tom of failing health, and is caused Brewer, "The War of the Classes:' F:
Phone Main 139.
130 San Francisco St.
Santa Fe. N. M.
' NEATLY DONE.
circulation
blood.
of
Buythe
Trust
Anna
"The
by unequal
Agnes Maley,
some
Someone evidently gave her
ers;" George H. Goebel, "Socialisl
good advice, for she says in a recent at Work."
Phone. Red 115
Anw,
.'.v;
E. W. Baumau is building a
letter, "I had been all run down and
AUTOMOBILE,
CARRIAGE,
tired out for some time and got so I adobe cottage on bis farm two miles
could not sleep nights. I had heard southeast of Deming.
The cottaee
AJV- Dso much about Vinol that I tried it has a concrete foundation, and the
OPEN DAY AND N1QHT
For Best Laundry Work
and found it highly satisfactory.
outside will be plastered over with
"It has restored my strength, made cement, giving it the appearance of
La Salle
me able to sleep and eat well, and I a cement building.
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
am now quite well again."
Prudence Stokes Brown, Socialist
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
This delicious cod liver and iron lecturer, will deliver an address In
Telephone II.
oil
does
the city hall in Deming Friday night.
(Vinol)
preparation without
in building up weak, nervous,
six Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
a
from
wonders
Baker
returned
has
Ira
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop sickly people of all ages. It makes weeks' stay at Mineral Wells, Texas. Regular Meals 25 cents.
Mirror Silv.,lnE,SATlsFACI0N
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c
the blood rich and pure, corrects the
Warren Dudley of Los Angeles,
Etching on Glass 1 f GUAR AISTEED Phone Red No. 23.
Short Orders at All Hours.
Phone, Red No . 2 faulty circulation and restores appe- California, is in Deming on business.
and Brass
tite. We promise to give back the J. R. Detweiler, of Wichita, Kansas,
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
money In case Vinol does not please is in Deming on business.
LACASSAONE.
PAUL
'r!7 a New Mexican want ad.
. u.
C. J. Laughren has returned from a Preach Noodle Order 20c. a dien.
i lie Capital Pharmacy, Santa
305 San Francisco Street.
New York Cho Sue; Bflc
two weeks' business trip to Los An I
brings results.
(Fe, N. M.

a

ft Jlk

ls

Held at El Paso.
Juan Estrada is being held at El
Paso for the arrival of the sheriff of
Lincoln county with requisition papers. Estrada broke out of jail at
into
Lincoln and made his escape

e

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

Voted Although Not a Citizen.
When Vicente Alderete took out his
naturalization papers in federal court
at El Paso, he told the judge that although a citizen of Mexico he had been
voting in Texas the past twenty years.

The plans of

field seeds in bulk and packages

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24, 1912:.

Served With Hard Sance of Cream
Thrown Out of Wagon.
and Sugar
a
In
counrunaway at Logan, Quay
Insures You for Months Against a Sick
McKenzie Hill, Editor of
Mrs.
Janet
By
ty, Cruz Gallegos and Jose S. Tafoya
Headache, Biliousness, Constipathe Boston Cooking School Magazine
were thrown out of a carriage. Tafotion or a Bad Stomach.
Here is a new way to make apple
ya was unconscious several hours
dumplings that will surely please every
hut
will
recover.
once
aside
the Salts,
Put
just
housewife, for it is not necessary to
Cathartic Pills, Castor Oils or purga- have whole apples, and the juice cannot
i
l tive waters
run out and burn as with apple dumpwhich merely force a que, and their parents have been
Cruz ..encio, eged 14, and lings where the apple is placed in the
passageway through the bowels, but
do not thoroughly cleanse, freshen and Francisco Diaz, aged 14, have disap- center and the dough turned up around
it. The biscuit
forms a crispy
purity these drainage or alimentary peared from their homes at Albuquer- shell that holds thepart
and juice.
apples
organs, and have no effect whatever que, and the parents have been un3
able to locate them.
upon the liver and stomach.
del
Keep your inside organs pure and
fresh with Cascarets, which thoroughW. C. T. U. Objects to Present.
The W. C. T. U. of El Paso has
ly cleanse the stomach, remove the
undigested, sour and fermenting food lodged a vigorous protest against the
and foul gases, take the excess bile El Paso Chamber of Commerce for
from the liver and carry out of the donating five kegs of beer to the U.
system all the decomposed waste mat- S. infantry at Fort Bliss.
ter and poisons in the intestines and
A

WITH

was aged 2S years and a graduate of
the law department of the University
of Michigan.

X

Modern Residences for Rent.,

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

WHOLESALE
AN D RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

CERRILLOS

Wood
Lump

ilAnthracitc Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
i

i?Eli7S?&"
85

Telephone 85

Telephone

9

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Surries, Saddle Horses

A Buggies,

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES
Ion Caspar

Avenne

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.

FOR

WOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom

will be glad to call for
Phone us,-wBARRANCA TO TAOS
your laundry on Mondays and TuesBoth North South
days and deliver on Thursdays and Meet
Fridays.
Trains.
Bounds
All work is guaranteed; your socks
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
are mended and buttons sewed en
the
north bound train and arrives at
extra
without
shirts
your
charge.
at 7 p. m.
Taos
122
RED
RED
122
PHONE
PHONE
Ten miles shorter than any other
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnished commere'al men to take In
tomns. Wire Embud
Try a New Mexican want ad. It the surrounding
Station. '
brings results.
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This Reduction on all Cat Glass, Decorated China, Leather Goods
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY.
Before the Taking of Inventory.
:- -:

ket steady; territory and western
16tfT18e; fine mediums loJflTc;
fine lOiglGe.
Kansas City.
Kansas City, Jan. 24. Cattle Receipts 5,000, including 400 southerns.
Native steers
Market 10c higher.

The called this protection, perhaps
not; ly on the San Diego Exposition, Presand phihmthrop ic work.
'
were able there-n- s ident 1). C. Collier is in Washington
is
constitm
kitest
ranks
Miss
lo
but
reer.iit
his
tins'
ins
TUFT
Helen Taft, the stmli'
Done Daily in Santa Fe, Many Citizens
daughter of by to produce tilings the climate of to ask the Senate committee on indust he President.
Tell of it.
Her H tivity is with California fostered, but which could trial expositions, of which Senator
the Consumers' Ix'ugu of the District be produced more cheaply in (! recce. Eliliu Root of New York is chairman,
Nearly every reader has heard of
L of Columbia, a branch o;' Hie National in Italy, in Turkey, in France, in to pass a resolution authorizing the
Doan's Kidney Pills. Their good work
of
in Santa Fe still continues, und our
organization whose object is to eli-- i China and Japan and in many other president to invite the nations
to exhibit at the big
minate" sweat shops'' and tenement cruntries. The Califnrnians went
citizens are constantly adding endorse- $5.5(N?8; southern steers $4.75ffi 6.30;
from stores ther at. one time and demanded that and unique fair to be held in honor
ment by public testimony. No better southern cows and heifers $3ff5; na- She Is
wearing opparel
Taking a Healthy throughout
6.25 ; stackShe Willi not only the product of cheap foreign of the opening of the Panama canal.
the country.
proof of merit can be had than the tive cows and heifers
Interest in Civic and Philshortly head the legislative commit-- ' labor but that the cheap foreign labor At the same time there is a delegaexperience of friends and neighbors. ers and feeders $4(ff6.23; bulls $3.50
western
5 50:
calves
$4.5nas.25:
Read this case:,
tee of the local bony. One of .Miss itself be excluded so that it could not tion here from San Francisco asking
anthropic Work
Alberta Oarcta, oalisteo St., banta steers $4.7aQ7: western cows ?.;wo.
Taft's close friends, Miss Marian Oli- come in and compete with it. side by for legislation in behalf of the exMarket
7,000.
Sheep Receipts,
Fe, New Mexico, says: "I deem if a
ver, daughter of the Assistant Secre- side, and drive the American labor- position to be held there.
As many persons ask the question,
pleasure to corroborate the public steady. Muttons $3.254.50; lamb? PROHIBITION FOR CANAL ZONE tary of War, is nead of a mission sew- - ing man out of existence because he
statement I gave in praise of Doan's $5!? 6.50; fed wethers and yearlings
me school tor young women, inter- - would not live on rice and raw iish, it may he well to say that there is
I
,
B've up his family ties, his perma no connection whatever between the
$3.5005.50; fed ewes $2.30(ff4.
ith.ni!
Kidney Pills about seven years ago.
pCp,l with herm-Mis
found them to be an excellent remedy j
of Captain Marshall, rent home, and his habits which ne two expositions except that they are
shall,
daughter
Efforts to Land the French Am- 1'. S.
of to be held in the same
had inherited from generations
and I have never hesitated to vouch
Chicago,
year to celeA., and Miss Constance Leupp,
more or less civilized forbears.
for their merit when an opportunity
brate the same event. The San Diego
Chicago, Jan. 24. Cattle Receipts
John
for
CommisHays
of
Indian
former
bassadorship
daughter
With nearly eight hundred millions exposition will not try to cover the
has been presented. For two years 1 i;,000. Market steady to 10c higher,
sioner Leupp.
Hammond.
exof dollars to raise for national
was in bad shape from backache and Beeves $4.75(0 8.33; Texas steers $4.40
scope of a commercial fair as will be
Misuse of Flag.
how shall the money be rais- - done at San Francisco, but it will spe$4.75 7.10:
penses,
5.75; western steers
kidney trouble and when Doan's KidConwill
in
be
made
Efforts
this
(By Robert Compton.)
cialize, this being the age of specialiney Pills were brought to my notice, stockers and feeders $3.G0ff,5.90; cows
a
That is the quos,lon which Con- zation, and will give the public
Washington, D. C, Jan. 24. The gress to pass law making the abuseI re'.solved to try them. I procured a and heifers $2.10 6.50; calves $3.50
stir caused by Postmaster General or misjse of the American flag a pun- g,.pss is Ilow ahot t0 ,a(.kle: which it
box and they not only drove away CtS.73.
different from anything ever bein favor isable offense. The War Department has somewhat cineorlv taken hold of. fore seen at an
Market Hitchcock's pronouncement
Receipts 37,000.
backache, but regulated the passages
Hogs
exposition. Considthat
officials
are
agiTTtiion but which it does not greatly relish.
hopeful
of the kidney secretions and toned up slow, 5 to 10c higher. Light $5.G53 of government ownership of the Naerable information regarding the plans
lend
will
to
state legislatures
take up
Take thp Congressman whose con- and scope of the San Diego exposi6.15; mixed $5.85(fi 6.35; heavy $5.90 tion's telegraph lines has only parmy entire system."
l tion
6.371-2- ;
stituents are engaged chiefly in
pigs tially subsided. A feeling prevails the subject and pass similar laws.
has already been published and
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
rough $3.906.10;
ural pursuits. Me may believe in from time lo time further details will
Major General Leonard Wood, chief
Co., Buffalo $4.25(f(5.50; bulk of sales $G.0.)b.-iUcents.
that before the close of the preseu'
fais
of
of
staff
the
in
because
on
tax
Army,
strongly
whiskey
1)e n,.l(ie pbijc. It may be said here
reducing the
New York, sole agents for the United
Receipts 15,000. Market congress an attempt will be made by
Sheep
western the Democrats and the
slow.
has
Native $3.15?4.60:
States.
insurgent vor of such national legislation. He grain and corn are used in its manu- in brief, that the exposition
$4.75(? 5.70; members of both parties to force the c intends that the flag should never facture; on tobacco because his peo- $2,".OO.iion already raised to go ahead
Remember the name Doan's and $3.504.65;
yearlings
be used as a covering or as a drapery, ple raise the raw product: on manu- with, that the buildings
western
are under
take no other.
lambs, native $4.23 6.65;
president into some declaration eith$4.75 (a 6.60.
er for or against the proposition. Any and is opposed to its being used for factured steel, woolen and cotton construction, that millions of plants,
consume
his
The common goods because
people
palms and flowering shrubs are being
way it is viewed, the situation is tick- advertising purposes.
to get. them propagated to beautify the grounds,
Omaha.
lish for the President. An avowal practise on shipboard to spread the those articles and want
and that there is much enthusiasm
South Omaha, Neb., Jan. 24,. Cat- - j for government ownership
undoubt-- fi'"S over tne chaplain's table or desk cheaper.
from the and unity of purpose among those
Take the Congressman
tic Receipts, 3,100. Market active, edly wouid alienate the big business d,lri"8 services is condemned at some
Lead and Spelter.
New England states or from New who are responsible for carrying out,
Native steers, $o.00
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 23 Lead dull 10c higher.
interests opposed, whose aid is looked Quarters as misuse of the flag.
He wants to the plans adopted.
York and Pennsylvania.
o.au,
?3.J0(Li
6.20
cows
and
weak
heifers,
60:
Auto
cam-Enthusiast.
!
4354.37
Spelter
for in the coming Presidential
adsee
many
products
agricultural
range
Morse's Case.
western
.35.
of
steers, $3.804.60;
pf.ign, while a negligible stand or anj Senator Porter J. McCumber,
of duty so that the workmitted
free
Considerable space has been given
cows and
Grain and Provisions.
$3.005.20; canners, out and out avowal against the princi-- l North Dakota, is the latest public man ers in the mills and factories can
get in some papers to the attempts to get
Chicago, 111., Jan. 24. Wl'sat May, $2.803.60; range cows and heifers, pie would cause a further breach be-- ! to join the ranks of the automobile en- but he thinks it is im the president tocommute
bread;
cheaper
the sen
and
feeders,
stockers
95
101
tween the administration and the ihtisiasts.
July
.Moreover, he drives his
$2.803.60;
perative that a substantial tariff he
Corn May, 67
July, 66
$3.506.10; calves, $4.00 8.00; bulls, radical element of the party.
ron
out
stee, an(j
lle?M tQ k;pp
Oats May, 50
July 45
stags, etc., $3.50 3.00.
t
While the President n.is thus far re jployment of a chauffeur is a luxury manufactures frora Germany and
sim-Cotton.
Pork January, 15.95.
in
with
Republican
keeping
himself puband silk gC0(ls from Eng.J
framed
potton
,an(
from
expressing
Lard January, 9.27
New York, N. Y., Jan. 24. Cotton
laud, Germany and France, and so oni
licly, it is known that Mr. Hitchcock's lmcuyA Socia. Mentor.
Ribs January, 8.60.
spot, closed quiet, 15 points higher. recommendation has caused him conthrough the long list of manufactured
Butt, the Presi- - ofticl-esMajor Archibald
Middling uplands, 9.65; middling gulf, siderable embarrassment. He feels,
Wool.
dent's military aide, is one of the few
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 24. Wool mar-- 9.90. Sales, none.
where is there to be found a
it is said, that his cabinet officer
officers to escape the Secretary mon ground on which all the interests
famore
a
until
should have delayed
ol War's order sending those who have Can meet and
agree upon a compro- vorable time, that is, when the politibeen
in
for
stationed
Thornton of LouisiWashington
mise?
Senator
cal effect of the recommendation
more than four years, back to active ana, it, will probably be conceded, is a
would have been less likely to do in
duty, which means "back to the sad- good, orthodox Democrat. How is it,
jury. At the White House it is given dle."
Major Butt, besides being a then, that he is alarmed lest the tarout that the President, in his coming
general favorite in Washington soci- iff on rice and sugar may be disturb
message to Congress, will merely foris too useful to the President's ed? If his state produced enough of'
ward the Postmaster General's rec- ety,
NEXT TO NEW FIRST NATIONAL BANK
:
social arrangements to be spared.
the delicious oranges grown there to;
comment.
ommendation without
spare any for export, to other states)
on Silk Hats.
Down
This calls up the question of Mr.
A. W. Lafferty of Or- after satisfying the appreciative home'
Representative
Cab
com pete j
Hitchcock's future status in the
is a member of Congress who demand, or enough lemons to
inet. A report that he will resign egon,
wouia ne noi uimji
- with the Sicilian,
ill113
unoiJiBra
aituc
when the affair "blows over,"
una
on muse
,
orj sists on
a cap tor or uinaiy ne eienuine uie ihi in
or
his
If
cutlery,
.shortly before the meeting of the Chi- purposes wearing
produced
people
and declares he will never
in June, is given
not con-- j
convention
he
would
silk
cago
fine
fabrics,
NOW READY FOR YOUR INSPECTION.
considerable credence here. It lacks be cajoled into adopting the "silk hat sider the levying of a tariff on those
habit" for dress occasions.
One of
House confirmation, however.
the proper policy for a Dem-- j
White
well
as
You do not buy a suit every day, so you might just
his colleagues to agree with Tiim is articles
from Louisiana?
Color is given the report because of
ocratic
Senaior
a
Thomas Heflin of Alahave the right goods, the proper fit, and at fair price.
the understanding that there has been Representative
The fact seems to be that it is ai
although Heflin affects a broad- matter of compromise all through the
friction between the President and bama,
brim black sombrero.
Mr. Hitchcock since the meeting of
list; not one of ignoble compromise,!
DR. REED CUSHION SOLE
Prohibition for Panama.
but rather one of friendly agreement,
the Republican National Committee
of
officers
Women's
the
Washington
should
sections
and
At
where the stales
that time
We make
here several weeks ago.
Fine
Christian Temperance Union are pretry to get together and arrange the
(Harry New, of Indiana, was named paring to petition Congress
ar-- !
against uoiff schedule as fairly as possible
on
committee
of
the
chairman
Busithe sale of
at the Panama Ca- so that no class, no section shall be
Imported
rangements, despite the vigorous pro-- i nal Zone. liquor want a
They
prohibitory injured needlessly, and no trust untest of Mr. Hitchcock. Then Secre- law to
go into effect after the open- necessarily pampered.
Clothes
ness an
tary Hilles, who is the President's po-- I
of the canal.
Democratic Statesmanship.
litical advisor, and Mr. Hitchcock dis- - ing
The Tariff.
Ala-i
of
the
was a time when the RepubThere
Art. Every
such you
agreed over the control
D. C, Jan. 24
There
fun at
bama patronage. The administration is Washington,
no getting away from the fact that lican press enjoyed poking There is
stntesmanshin.
sided with Hilles.
this session is to be given over largely nnmnrrntir
Garment
can only
little opportunity to do this now. Some
But in the face of this apparent rup-- ! to the tariff.
of the greatest men in the country
President insists that his re-- j
the
ture,
Une can hardly say "tariff" now-- i
is made by
see in
five now, as they were in uie pa&L,
the
of
Hitchcock
are
Mr.
with
lations
adays without touching some inter-- j
r
the Demfriendliest character and that his cab-- i est on a tender spot. Plenty of good enrolled under the banner of in
is very evident
inet status will undergo no change. Democrats are ready to turn black in ocracy. ,fThis
Experts
Big Cities.
Democrats
ail fVi
u
toj!
The President is mindful of Mr. Hitch- - the face if one but whispers
tariff"
J-oc
ueiuit-are
in
not
mak-onsre,
is
and
cock's valuable services,
' in their hearing; and yet do thev
in Their
We have
in editorial sanctums; and
all
ing plain his intention to concede a stop to reflect that the principal por- "if sitting
this be treachery, make the most
tion of the vast sum that it costs to
point to preserve harmony,
of it," although we do confess to a
Them.
Line.
run
be
this
j
must
country
every
year
Hammond for Ambassadorship.
great admiration for the eminent genraised from a tariff on imports?
President Taft is being importuned
tlemen who cut up copy, sometimes,
esof
The secretary
the treasury
in rather an amazing way.
by Washington's "millionaire colony" timates that the various
departments
to choose one of its members ambasEditors who really should have
of the government will require this
sador to France as Robert Bacon's
Itliot i tri ciiv tho onnrnnrin. KnOWn Detter W alClieu expectantly
successor. The candidate is John tions to be made for 1913, must
the Democratic
be), last year to see what
and come to see US before you order you suit,
Hays Hammond, the mining engineer, $745,834,563.55.
The estimates for majority in the House would do uth
whose picturesque career has been the year ending June 30, 1912, amount - unlimited power in its hands. It
filled with romantic incidents. Since c, t 47ic 41 1 sr.ii si hut
o.iuiin t ao so mucn mat cumu ,
retiring from active participation in nrenriated more than that, the actualized, aitnougn some inu.wuu.w.-,might be expected, did not come up
mining enterprises, lie has devoted sum being $7G7,21S,4S5.52.
to the mark their associates wanted
considerable time and money to polSena
was
who
M.
White,
Stephen
itics. He is the organizer and finan- ator from California, was probably as to maintain for the party. The fact
cial backer of the National Republi- good a Democrat as ever sat in the is that the Democratic party has alcan Clubs. In the Taft campaign he upper House of Congress, yet he did ways been rich in statesmen, and there
was mentioned as a likely running-mate- . not hesitate to demand that when the promises to be a fine exhibition of
As a mining tngineer in South tariff was apportioned there should be their ability this winter in both the
Africa, he was an associate of the late some consideration paid to the inter- Senate and the House.
With work progressing very active- Cecil Rhodes, and his life there was ests of his constituents. Perhaps he
full of thrills. For his part in tne
famous Jameson raid into the Transvaal, which later involved England in
we
us
and
Simply telephone
the South African war, he was"" sen- CLEANING, PRESSING
will call for your clothes, fix
tenced to death, but was pardoned by
GOOD WORK.
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Latin-America-
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some-thin-

tence of Charles
York

banker,

W. Morse, the New
who is said to be
dying.

The public, which remembers how
the financial victims of the banker
suffered some of them losing their all.
does not seem to be greatly overcome
by the fate of a man who
apparently
held personal gain to be more important, than the lives and fortunes of
those who misted to his integrity, bur.
the granting of a pardon will probably meet with no particular protest.
An Ice Carnival.
Washington tried to enjoy the cold
snap by having an ice carnival. The,
spectators were out in great force,
but they were
greatly disappointed
because so few persons seemed willto
a
ing
produce
spectacle for them.
The capital does not have enough
real winter to learn what to do with it.
Cost of Charity.
The criticism is again raised that
the Associated Charities of Washington spends all its revenues for
salaries and administirat ion
and none of it for real aid to the poor.

agri-cul-

Foster-Milbur-

.
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Hay Fever and Summer

Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound
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Colds

MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
AND WE RECOMMEND

For quick and definite results.

For MEASLES' COUGH, for the COUGH
that follows SCARLET FEVER, for
CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, for
ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
of whatever origin, including CHRONIC
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Vor sale hy all druggists.
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j
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THERE IS WHERE
YOUR FEET RESTS

Moved to Remodeled Building
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SUMMER
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FOR GENTS

FOR LADIES

and

sill

be

comfort-abl- e

in the'evening.
You need
not be
bothered with

foot-sorene-

ss

if you will

Con-,.,,e- o

NOTE OUR PRICES

I

STAY OlNlY-OUlFEET ALL DAY

listen

only

to our

appeal.
Neither will you be
obliged to sacrifice
for

style
because

comfort,

this shoe is

one of grace as well
as of ease. No eas-

ier shoe made.

j

$ 25.00

$20.00

UP

UP

them up and deliver'them to
you promptly and at Right Prices

Capital Tailorg
SYUFY& YOUNG.

WEST SIDE PLAZA

::

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Better

at

the Price.

I

Price, $5.50

Therc is Only One

AND REPAIRING.

None

i

President
Another
mentioned
Anderson,

Kruger.
Washington millionaire
for the Paris post is Lariz

Ministen to Belgium, and a
Representative Nicholas
Longworth, of Ohio. Mrs. Anderson,
formerly Miss Isabel Perkins, of Boston, has won fame as one of the Cap-

cousin

of

ital's mosfflavish entertainers.
Helen Taft in Civic Work.
Washington society girls are this
winter evincing a healthy Interest in

"Bromo Quinine"
Thai Is
Laxative Bromo Quinine
USED THE WOHLO OVER TO CURE A COLD IH ONE DAY.

Always reitember the full name. Look
for this signature on every box. 25c.

fYf 0
19' SM
j

CALL AND
Qua)

INSPECT THEM.

vfohn ffflueqefi

Price

Display
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rare 01 me srranger wnnin tne gates
of the city, is an important one and Engineer Stuart, Conductor Brainard
and Flagman Boecker Singled
will be discussed at a mass meeting
Out for Censure.
tci ight which every citizen should at-i.d.
The question should be one
Wire to New 1Tmcan)
Ui'gely of demand and supply. There (By Special leased
Chicago, 111., Jan. 24. Negligence
is no doubt that the demand exists,
on the part of three trainmen contrib
I ut it is impossible to regulate the
uted to the Illinois Central wreck at
demand so that the visitors be equal
Kinmunday, 111., on Sunday night in
ly distributed over the entire year. which J. T.
Harahan, former presiThere are days when all of the hotels.
dent of that line, and three other
houses
rooms
and
boarding
private
railroad officials were killed, it was
available cannot accommodate
the held
by an investigating committee
city's guests and then there are days here
The trainmen are: En

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
Vice President.
Editor and President.
ifOHN K. STAUFFER.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
Secretary-TreasureGeneiv: Manager.

t.

r.

loitered ss Second Class Matt er at tl.3 Santa Fe Postoff.ce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
.25
Dally. pe- week, fcy carrier
D&tlY
rtnr otolith, bv carrier... .75
65
Daily, per month, ty mail
7.00
year, by mall
Jally,
-

Pr

Dally, six month., by mall
Weekly, six months

2.50

Weekly, ner year
Weekly, per quarter

2.00

1.00
50

The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
Tery postotfice in th Territory, and ha a large and growing circulation
anions the Intelligent and progresslv people ol the Southwest

!

TAKE "THE GOOD THERE IS IN
SOCIALISM.

j

causes for existing economical
ences

today.

when they can all
hcused in one hotel.

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
"

GRINDING AWAY IN CONGRESS.

ITRAINMEN HELD RESPONSIBLE
THE HOTEL PROBLEM.
'
PAD l!MK;ilTU UfDr
The problem of taking adequate j

E NEW MEXICAN

differ- -

be comfortably
It is this uncertainty that prevents capitalists from
rushing into the hotel business in the
Capital City, recognizing as they do
fh
t'rat under average conditions
hotel facilities of Santa Fe are fairly
good enough. But there is this fact
a!so, that, skillful advertising of San-- .
ta Fes climate and other attractions,
0uld bring sufficient patronage to a
large modern tourist hotel to make it
pay dividends to the right sort of a
manager, and at the same time add
rather than take from the business
that the other hotels and boarding
No
houses already existing enjoy.
one as yet has accumulated wealth in
the hotel business at Santa Fe and
there have been 300 years in which
tf try it. It is this phase, as much
as any other, that should be discussed at tonight's meeting of businessmen. It is not sufficient to induce
people to come to Santa Fe, but to
take care of them, to find work and
opportunities for them, and especially
tr, r vc v s tms of means tne nignest
grade accommodations, are absolute
prerequisites for Santa Fe's future
growth and development.

gineer R. J. Stuart, who was running
train No. 3, which crashed into train
John H. Brainard, conductor
of train No. 25, and Harry J. Boecker
a flagman on train No. 25.
Board of Inquiry.
Chicago, 111., Jan. 24. Just what
steps will be taken in the trainmen's
cases has not been determined, said
W. L. Park, vice president of the Illi
nois Central and a member of the
Investigating committee,
Regarding the alleged negligence of
said:
the trainmen, the committee
"The board of inquiry finds that the
conductor and the flagman of train
No. 25, knowing that train No. 3 was
following closely, were negligent in
not using the means they had in pro
No. 25:

i
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FIRST

ed by the Embassy. No soldiery will
accompany the Duke from the station
to the embassy, but from the Embassy
to the White House a troop of cavalry
will form an escort on horseback.
President Taft will receive the Duke
probably in the Blue Room and Major
Butt will be the only person present.
Later the British ambassador and
the Duke's aide, Colonel Lowther, will
be presented
Mrs. Taft Will Serve Tea.
the formal reception,
Following
Mrs. Taft will serve tea probably in
the State Dining Room.
Wives of the Cabinet members and
possibly a few friends of Mrs. Taft
may be invited to this part of the re
ception.

BANK

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
money-transmitti-

-

BURGLARS BUSY WHILE
DENVER HOTEL BURNS.

ng

(Bv Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Denver, Colo. Jan. 24. Driven from
their apartments in a downtown ho-R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ. Cashier.
tel by the arrival of fire apparatus, a
score of women, clad in night robes
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
L. A. HUGHES,
fought with the police and firemen
early today, snatched helmets from
the heads of firemen, donneu them
ON
and raced through smoke and water
tecting their train
valuables.
to
for
their
apartments
enThe board also finds that the
f'jnd. in some instances, the
gineer of train No. 3 was negligent
in not discovering earlier his prox- - apartments had been entered and
I1 and '"O" takeDto train No. 25."
ine lire started in a part oi tne no
Bank Carelessness.
te! used as a display room of a wall
j
24.
para-111.,
Other
Jan.
Chicago.
company to which the damage
u
:nn. frtllT...Thepaper
V...
i
imuiug ,u,,v,.
vvtis, cuumieu.
uy
j.ne
of
testimony showed that the rules
the company governing the movement
of these trains were clear and defi NO PRESENT CHANGES IN
WESTERN RAILROAD MAP.
nite ana tnorougniy unaerstoou uy
; IS YOUR PROPERTY
FULLY PROTECTED ?
crews
trains.
of
the respective
the
Lwisefl Wire to New Mexican;
Special
MADE NO ALLOWANCE
(By
25
were provided
"The crew of No.
re24.
New
York, Jan.
Raice,nt
FOR HIDES IN 1909. with both caution (yellow) and stop
ports that
changes were to
-neither of which was used be made inimportant
fuses,
(red)
the railroad map of the
to ?w Mxrcan)
(By Special leased
con
The
train.
to
the
stop
following
west were denied today by James J.
Chicago, 111., Jan. 24. Although no
of
flagman and baggageman
Hill, insofar as they involved the Hill
allowance was made for hides in 1909, ductor,
have
would
No. 25 all testified that it
lines. It was reported that the Burlingand during a part of 1910, in figuring been
easy for them to have used a
the test cost of beef, the books of the fuse and had one been used it would ton and the Rock Island, were to acSANTA FE, N. M.
National Packing Company, show have been seen by the engineer of quire half of Missouri Pacific holdings
GENERAL AGENTS.
that in that period the corporation re- the train following. The conductor of the Denver & Rio Grande, which
controls the Western Pacific, and that
ceived from the sale of hides
testified he had instructed the flag the Hill
system thus would obtain a
man to 'Look out' for No. 3, but his
The sales by months were given by testimony show,a that he did not fol- connection through to San Francisco
"The
over the Western Pacific.
William E. Webster, general auditor ,
to
thi
that his instrlic.
0! tne National
company, tions were carried out. It was only- Burlington bas no intention," said Mr.
AND
who began his fourth day on the wit- after the train stopped that any mem- Hill, "of obtaining an interest in
ness stand in the packers' trial to- ber of the crew concerned themselves any road west of Denver."
in modern progress.
with No. 3."
FOR STATES day.
Despite thai rosewater optimism AN OPPORTUNITY
REPUBLICANS WILL OPPOSE
The government contends that by
MANShflP.
.which proclaims that all things are
DEMOCRATIC STEET. BILL.
in
on
hides
this
not
credits
Now Under the Same Management.
allowing
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
URBAN WALTER GETS
If the Democrats really are gasping
for the best, it is a somewhat unpala
in
the
materially
period,
AT LAST.
packers
WORK
HIS
to
histheir
an
of
for
and
display
observation
opportunity
of
table fact
(Bv Special Leaser! Wire to New Mexlcani
is creased their test cost on beef and
Washington, D. C, Jan. 24. After The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
tory that dangerous and pernicious statesmanship, the opportunity not were enabled to raise the price to conto
WirB
New
Mexican)
ticisert
Special
(Bv
at
in
this time,
Congress
conference between President Taft
a
error somelimes obtains a. strong hold present
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 24. Charg and
or in making cam- sumers without showing an excessive
..upon the imagination and feelings of in tariff tinkering
Representatives Payne and
and
General
es
books.
that
Postmaster
on
the
their
then
and
on
profit
economy
tenaspeeches
more
paign
are
House
of
Few
members
the
a people.
.things.
minority
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
Webster admitted that the value oi other postal officials suppress facts
and those spending the money by the shovelful!,
cious of life than
as to the Ways and Means Committee, Payne
misinform
and
from
varied
Congress,
this
hides
estabto
period,
during
in
Taft
but
President
disaiding
declared the minority would oppose
erroneous doctrines that are the
lish two policies for which he is two to four cents a pound, according safety of the lives of clerks in the the bill endorsed
tortion of a great truth.
by the Democratic
bemade
were
mail
service,
railway
to
and main.
quality.
House caucus reducing iron and steel
In such cases mere denunciation is working might
on
House
postcommittee
fore
the
Is
Test Cost
Essentia
There are two policies proposed by
to Mr. Payne, the
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Dressed Beef Associ- keep Congress from getting at the ed in Sing Sing prison Monday mornAnother matter of still broader ation Butcher's
which we accept with cwmplacency es
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not
all
for the purchase facts," said Chairman Moon. "We ing.
is
being in the natural order of things, scope proposed by the "President
of the company, the witness testified. can subpoena these men but 'we canand incapable of remedy. The exis the peace treaties negotiated between About half
the amount was for the de- not protect their jobs if they testify." AMERICAN STALLION FOR
tence of an evil or an institution or a our country, Great Britain and France.
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ajvd fifty years ago would have been woman
a "fallen" woman any more (By Special Leas.l Wire to New Mexican) sumers refused to yield. Last night suit has been filed in New York by
town was dark, cold and hungry. Henry DeKay, receiver for the Mexidenounced a rank paternalism, yet it
to the men responsible
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shall certainly tun mike lliis gain
POSTPONED TO FEBRUARY.
"Nothing will be decided for a few of the state to succeed Hoke Smith,
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mansion, and have his work done by Capital while the legislature is in Australia, met at the stadium here toIf you do not need them now it will pay you to buy and hold
servants, although it is difficult to session. It will save expense and day. The contest lasted the whole a
see where the servants would come simplify matters very much to hold twenty rounds, Barry eventually witt
them. AH sales on these SPECIAL PRICES are for
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from if every one had a fortune. The the convention here.
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President Taft declared last w,only for a day or two. To most
that he is not afraid of the specter of i pie rjehes prove a burden or a temp- Socialism; that he has fait'n in the; tation.
The New York papers were filled
good iors-- sense of the majority of
the other day with foolish talk about
He
is
American
rignt.
people.
the
a vagrant character in Pennsylvania,
The American people have picked who, having suddenly received $2,500,
and are keeping the good things that determined to spend it "like a mil- there are in Socialism and adapting lionaire." He hired a special train
them to local and to national condi- to take him to New York, scattered
tions. The Post Office Department is his money as if he were a prince, and
Socialism put into practice; the pub- in two days went home penniless!
While this foolish fellow was throw
lic schools are a bit of pure Socialise. So is Prohibition wherever it is ing away his cash in this way, An
enforced and many other things that drew Carnegie was testifying in Wash
are today regarded as the functions ington before a congressional committee. He told how, with $1,500 of
of government
borrowed money, he laid the founda
conservative
of
many
minds
In the
fortune.
thinking men, especially those of tion of his colossal
Suppose that a Carnegie, a Rockewealth and property, the phenomenal
an Armour, a Morgan, a Frick
growth of Socialism in this country feller,
or a Schwab had suddenly found himi3 both a menace and a portent. They
self possessed of $2,500 in the days
regard its teachings, as being identical
his early business istnyggQes.
with anarchy, and having .for .their of
Would he have wasted it in riotous
main purpose the spoliation of the few
and retired to the obscurity to
who have, by the many who have not. living
which the spendthrift naturally drifts
belief
or
Whenever any doctrine
and to which he properly belongs?
has taken a strong hold upon our peothe
Which is more commendable
and
examine
to
fairly
well
is
it
ple
spendthrift scattering his money in
it
which
causes
give
the
impartially
the
district, or the young
its reel life .and vigor, whether they ne man establishing himself in business
to
those of that mere emotionalism
with his
savings, buildwhich all people. are temporarily
a fortune and setting an exing
up
or whether they contain the ample of thrift, industry and success
germs of some new and vital factor to the rising generation?
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THOSE LITTLE THINGS.
(By Roscoe Gilinore Stott, From
Judge.)
Little jabs from Teddy,
Bobbie's bursts of will,
Although rather smarty,
Never bother Bill.

Business

B. LAUGHLIN,

President

Little spats in Europe,
Little warfares, too.
Give our daily papers, through the
medium of magic editorials, elongated dispatches,
maps,
biographies,
and
suggestions,
weighty judgments,
Something nice to do.

H. F.

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN

Established 1856.

half-tone-

Mrs. E. R. Wright will not be
home tomorrow.

1903.

Incorporated

is

Charles

Attorney
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ness.

Suits and Coats.

SWEATERS
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BROS

P. 0. Box, 219.

Phone 36
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FURNISHED HOUSES
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v

SURETY

BONDS,

REAL

A

ESTATE.

Toile-du-Nor-

showing of Embroideries for Spring
Batiste and .Swiss Flouncings,

1912.

All-ove-

rs

and Bandings" All fresh, new goods.
Amoskeag

d,

and Zephyr Ginghams

Particularly Suited for Wash Dresses at the

CASH STORE,
I

JULIUS H. GERDES
San Francisco St.

THE filFT STOPF
AINU

EVERY ARTICLE OF OUR LARGE
CUMFLfclfc MUCK. tSHfcCIALLY ADAPIEU

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

Next Door to Postoffice.
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DC

Santa Fe Hardware

Maple Syrup

In

Packages.

Pure Maple Syrup
"MONARCH"

BRAND

SANTA CRUZ (HONEY,
In Comber Strained.

H.

S. KAUNE & GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

New Clean Goods.

&

and

Practical

CALICO,

You will be delighted
with the price.

GINGHAMS,
ALL-OVER-

is the the time to

Now

Supply Co.

plan

your Spring Sewing. Many
new suggestions here.

MEDALLIONS,
TRIMMINGS,

iN

THE

SOCIAL

"C-B- "
A LA SPIRITE CORSETS are giving such
unbounded satisfaction, we have decided to close out at once all
odds and ends of the Jacksons. Prices speak for themselves :

IN

WHIRL
NEW YORK CITY.

Duke and Duchess of Connaught
Princess Patricia at Dinners
and Receptions.

that we sold for $1.25 now going at
"
"
1.75
"
"
2.00
Corsets
Corsets
Corsets

and

(By Special T.easpfl TVire to New Mexican)
New York, Jan. 24. The vice regal
visitors, the Dyke and the Duchess of
Connaught, and their daughter, the
suite
Patricia, and their
faced again today a varied program
of social engagements
interspersed
with sightseeing trips about the city.
Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt will give
a luncheon to the royal party today,
and tonight Mr. and Mrs. Ogden Mills
have arranged a dinner to be followed
Tomorrow night, the visitby music.
ors, except the Duke, will go to the
opera. The Duke will leave for Washto visit
ington tomorrow morning
President Taft. Shortly before noon
the Duke, the Duchess and the Princess visited the stock exchange where
they were received by President
Thomas, Secretary Ely and a committee of members.

A few

of San Francisco Charged With Giving
Bribe to Supervisor.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 24. Eugene Schmitz, former mayor of San
Francisco, was placed on trial in the
superior court here today on the
charge of bribery. The complaint re
cites that Schmitz gave a bribe of
$7o0 to former Supervisor A. J. Wil
son to introduce a resolution fixing
the price of illuminating gas.
Judge William P. Lawior surprised
both the prosecution and defense today when he ordered Schmitz to court
for trial after he had discovered that,
after January HO, the statute of limitations, as recently interpreted by
the supreme court, would have run
against all of the indictments pending
against the former mayor.
BERT H. CONNERS
OVER

Defense

HIS ILLNESS.

to-d- ay

$ .80
1.25

If you

wan

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
j

Exclusive ROYAL TAILOR Dealers.

The PRICE MAKER of the Ci ty

HOMES FOR SALE
We are offering two COMPLETE MODERN
HOMES in State Capital at exceptional prices.
It will pay you to make inquiry about them.

EUGENE SCHMITZ IS
PLACED ON TRIAL.

Former Socialist Mayor

at 15 cents.
WAISTS to sell
of
have
got to hurry.
these
yon
any

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MAN AG ER,
Room 8, Capital City

BanOuilding, Santa

Fe, N. M.

SEE DISPLAY
All Silk
ADOLF

Petticoats $2.65

SEL11

DRY

Up
CO.

GOODS

Calls Several Witnesses to
Impeach Testimony of
Informers.

White

Enamel

Bed

Room

Furniture

Had one in the window and sold it within

three days. We will have more. Take a
look at this " New Idea " Furniture. You
will like it.

CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
THE SWELLEST FURNITURE

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

YOU

CAN

BUY.

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

JAMES C. McCONVERY,
Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204.
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CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
EYES. Our display rooms are
it. It saves
where you are
your light bill and
by having it

open for your
on
SAVES THE
using
right
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the idea that these lamps are expensive. ' Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

You pay for,

Servic-abl- e

lengths.

PLAIDS,

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 24. Bert
H. Conners, charged with having attempted to dynamite the County Hall
of Records, whose illness delayed his
trial for two days, was sufficiently recovered today for the case to proceed.
The defense called several witnesses
to impeach Joseph B. Bishop and J.
Made Dash of Hundred Yards, Vaults Mansell Parks, county detectives who
Five Foot Hedge and Disapprovided most of the evidence against
Conners and A. B. Maple and K. Ira
pears in Dark.
Bender who were jointly indicted.
(Bv Special Leased Wire to TCew Mexican)
Denver, Colo., Jan. 24. A highway- COAL MINERS DEMAND
man was believed to be a record
SEVEN HOUR DAY,
breaker for a 100 yards sprint early
in
headwhen
the
of
the
today,
glare
Also an Increase of Ten Cents a Ton
light of a pursuing motor cycle, he
and Twenty Per Cent for
sprinted the distance along a resiLaborers.
hurdled a five (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
dence thoroughfare,
foot hedge and disappeared.
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 24. An inGeorge Lowther, a drug clerk, was crease of ten cents a ton on run of
riding a motorcycle home, and as he mine basis, and an increase of twenty
swung around a corner, the light fell per cent for all day labor about the
directly on two men, one with his mines were the demands of the wage
hands high in the air, and the other scale committee, submitted to the
convention of the United Mine Workholding a huge revolver.
The glare of the light seemed tem- ers of America today, for the bitumiporarily to daize the highwayman. nous coal miners. The committee aland his victim, Alfred Lamaire, sud- so demanded a seven hour day.
denly made a grab, for the weapon,
knocking it from the highwayman's PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Your druggist will refund money if
hand. The robber then fled, Lowther
pursuing him, all the while yelling for PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
es case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
the police. The highwayman
Protracting Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c-caped.
S
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NO; PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS
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Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

H. C. YONTZ,

66-6-

en
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Massaging

Packed at Burlington, Vermont.
Pay us a visit ere making your selection. Our prices are ft
Also have
always as low as the lowest
MAPLE SYRUP."
AND
"CANE
ellable Jeweler
sSSl

License Numbers,

o

.5 u

DJ

Aunt Jemima's
I

73

'

j

D VANCE

I
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j

119 San Francisco St

Phone. Red 189.

much. Our profits are sacrificed to make room
that will soon begin to
arrive. We are making a clean up now on
many short lengths of

for SPRING GOODS

:

j

O. C. WATSON & CO. U
INSURANCE,

C3

in East Las Vegas to attend the
of the committee tomorrow.
merDavid Hersch, a prominent
chant of Pagosa Springs, Colo., is visiting his mother, Mrs. Joseph Hersch
and his brother Leo Hersch of this
city.
N. B. Stern, a capitalist of New York
Citv, arrived in Santa Ke last night.
Mr. Stern is here to see the country
and with a view to locating perma-ntntlin the Capital.
The Rv. John K. Gass, superintendent of Presbyterian missions,
whose home is in Albuquerque, is a
visitor in the city and a guest at the
Montezuma.
R. A. Robertson, a ranchman from
Rifle, Colorado, arrived in the city
last evening and registered at the
Montezuma.
Judge O. T. Toombs of Clayton,
newly elected to the state legislature,
is in the city looking up quarters for
the meeting of the legislature next
March. He is storming at the Palace,
Frank Bond, the merchant of Espa
nola, who owns a number of general
merchandise stores in ew Mexico,
arrived in the capital last evening
matters. ,
and registered at the Palace.
H. W. Clark, secretary of the Re-- !
W. C. Black ot Denver, superintendpublican central committee, will ar-- :
rive in the city tonight from his home ent of the Seventh Division of the
Postal Telegraph and Cable Company,
arrived in the city last night from
Las Vegas on one of his periodical
visits.
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment.
Miss Ixiu Hughes, who holds a reDandruff, falling hair and baldness sponsible position in the government
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads, patent office in Washington, is in AlAll buquerque, visiting her mother, Mrs.
facial lines, absolutely removed.
Thomas Hughes, of 2fl4 South Walter
kinds of hair work done.
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
street. Albuquerque Herald.
343 San Francisco St.
Miss Rebecca Enriquez left
Phone 5075
last
evening for her home in Fort Sumner
after spending several days in Albuquerque the guest of Miss Grace
Miss Enriquez came to AlbuKAUNE
GO. querque from Santa Fe where she attended the inauguration. Albuquer
que Herald.
Charles Mitchell, manager of the
is
publishing firm of Crane nnd Com
pany of Topeka, Kansas, arrived in
Santa Fe last night from his home in
Kansas. He is the guest of B. F.
Pankey, state senator, who was the
founder of the Independent Telephone
Company of Topeka. New Mexico is
a very desirable place to live, accord
ing to Mr. Mitchell who has spent
several years in the state looking for
The January Breakfast Menu
and finding health among its mounis hardly complete without
tains. Mr. Mitchell is the exalted
Buckwheat Cakes and Maple
ruler of the B. P. O. E. lodge of ToWe have the Genuine New
peka and will visit with the local
York (First Prize) Buckwheat
brethren tonight.
Flour in bulk. If you prefer
DENVER HIGHWAYMAN
g,
we recomthe
MOTORCYCLE.
mend

jManiucring,

FOR RENT
I

O

was in

has returned
Washington, D. C.
Judge M. C. Mechem is up from
Socorro to attend the Republican Executive Committee meeting tonight.
J. E. Torres, a prominent citizen of
Socorro, is in the capital to attend
the Republican
central
committee
meeting.
Squire Hartt, Ranches of Taos,
from Taos county, is
expected to arrive in Santa Fe today.
Former Traveling Auditor Charles
V. Safford came up from Albuquer-cuyesterday where he is cashier of
the Bank of Commerce.
Edward Mechem, of Alamogordo,
brother of Judge M. C. Mechem is in
the Capital to attend the Republican
central committee meeting.
Judge A. B. Fall of Three Rivers,
passed through Lamy yesterday on his
He will be in
way to Albuquerque.
Santa Fe today.
O. A. Larrazolo the prominent Republican leader and attorney of Las
Vegas, is expected to arrive in the
Capital today.
County School Superintendent John
V. Conway has returned from an official visit to Madrid, where he sr.ys
130 men are at present employed in
the coal mines.
Henry Baldrey of Baltimore, Maryland, who has been in Santa Fe gathering material for a business directory and gazetteer, left this afternoon for Albuquerque.
National Committeeman
Solomon
Luna of Los Lunas, arrived last evening from Albuquerque to spend a
day or two in the Capital on political
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WOMAN'S TRIALS.

ot, Louis Rocky
Pacific

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24, 1912.

Railway

Company.

GENERAL OFFICES

DAMPER PUT ON CATTLE
Territory of New 5IexIco,
MARKET LAST WEEK.
County of Santa Fe No. 6613.
The burdens a woman has to carry through life are many but they can be
Pittsburg Trust Company, Plainlightened if she will turn to Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. A soothing and Sheep and Lambs Suffered From Pan- tiff,
nervous
nervine
hysteria,
prostration,
excitability,
ic
subduing
at Kansas City But Quick Restrengthening
vs.
and the many symptoms which may be caused by distressing ills peculiar
turn ts Strength is Expected.
New Mexico Central Railroad Com
" pains or distress and for the derangeto women. For those " dragSing-dowpany, South Side Trust Company of
ments and irregularities the " Favorite Prescription " has had many thousands of
Kansas City Stock Yards, Jan. 24.
Pittsburg, C. C. Murray Receiver of
testimonials from people living in every part of America. Another important
expectation ot a liberal supply of New Mexico Central Railroad
thing to every woman is that this medicine is made from efficient medicinal roots,
the first of this week, together pany, Harry S. Friday, P. Archibe-witwithout the use of alcohol, narcotics, or any injurious agents. Full list of ingredia shortage of refrigerator cars que, A. J. Apodaca. Andres Vigil, Al
and sworn to by Dr. R. V. Pierce who is President
ents given on
of the Invalids Hotel and Surgical institute, 01 cunaio,
in which to move the beef, put a
Vigil, W. H. Sutton, E. B.
N. Y. Every woman is invited to write to this Institute and per on the cattle market
last week Shreves, B. O'Loughlin, R. K. Durkan
receive confidential and sound medical advice, entirely after
the middle of the week. Some E. Evers, L. M. Way, B. H. Calkins,
without cost from one who makes the diseases of women
cattle sold Saturday 13 to 20 cents un-jW. Richardson, Epimenio V. Gar-de- r
his specialty.
their mates that were here Wed- - cia, Prudencia Garcia, V. Lovato, B.
your remedies, especially
"I' can checrfnnv recommend
writes nesday. Stockers and feeders were an V.
Favorite Prescript i'in.' for all female
vmir
Emerick, W. H. Thomas, E. R.
"M v.. 51. 51. Mor.ur.
i.L.of I'.lufI fit v. Teim.. Emite 2. "Durmsr
A. Butterworth
and exception, the mild weather since the Reel, P. Doddridge,
back
in
the
1
from
the past seven rears suffered
pains
first of last week stimulating that and Felipe Garcia, Defendants,
ovaries. Tried" raanv remedies but found only transient
i
f until 1 was persuaded by a friend to trv Dr. Pierce's
trade somewhat.
The Dominion Construction
t
Veal calves
also
Favorite Presciiption. After giving this remedy a fair trial.
upward 30 cents worth last week.jpany and J. Van Vechten Olcott, as
to
1 found that it would do just what it is recommended
Butcher stuff has been selling rather! Receiver of the Ferguson Contracting
do. I used in all seven bottles. 1 cannot sjieak Uo highly
of Dr. Pierce's remedies for ai! female derangements."
better than beef steers, because there Company, Cross Complainants.
is a wider demand for the cheaper
In the District Court of the First
Mns. Horrell.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Peiiets regulate liver .Vs.
class of meat.
That tendency has Judicial District of New 5Iexico for
been a boon to quarantine cattle, and the County of Santa Fe.
the 200 car loads of oil mill steers
The persons, firms and corporations
here last week sold at $5.13 to $6.30, above named, and each of them, are
prices high enough to make their hereby notified that a
teeders money. The run today did has been filed against them in the
not turn out to be excessive. T2.000 District Court
of
for the County
head here, but Chicago had too many Santa Fe, Territory aforesaid, by said
The Dominion
cattle, 20,000 head, and prices on killing cattle are steady to 10 lower. Construction Company and J. Van
Butcher stuff again sells a shade bet- Vechten Olcott, as receiver of The
The Third Intervention of the United
Havana dispatch:
ter than steers, and stockers
and Ferguson Contracting Company, the
States in Cuban Affairs is
Havana, Cuba, Jan. IT. The pres
of said
feeders are steady today. The best general object
Imminent.
in
situation
the
ent
of
island
tropical
drove of steers here last week sold at
being to compel the above
Once more, for the third time, discontent and consequent, threatened re- trouble is not a thing of sudden de $7.90, on Friday, and some good named persons, firms and corporar
bellion, are prevalent in Cuba, and vtlopment, but of deep seated, long steers brought $7.70 early this morn- tions to make answer to the said cross
once more, armed intervention by the standing, steady growth, indicated by ing. A respectable number of steers complaint, for an accounting under
sell above $7.40, bulk of beef steers the direction of the Court, and for
United States is necessary to restore the events that
transpired yesterday at $6.23 to $7.23. These prices are other and additional relief, as will
order. And why? Simply because the
First of all, it can be said that Presi $1 to $1.50
turbulent element (which composes
higher than a year ago more fully appear by reference to the
filed in said cause,
Stockers and feeders
the greater part of the Cuban popula- dent Gomez himself is partly to blame at this time.
for the situation, for the reason that sell from $4 to $6, prices which are Am that unless you enter your
tion) have no correct ideas of
to those ruling at this time last pearanee in said cause on or before
and in all probability he has temporized with the revolution-frelement, by acquiescing
in un- year. High cost of feed explains the the eleventh day of March, 1912,
never will.
difference in the relative values this judgment will be rendered
against
After struggling with Spain for reasonable demands of
Dealers advise cautious mar- - you in said cause by default.
at political factions in displacing worthy year.
many years, after many crude
men in office with politicians
ine name ana address of cross
who'keting of cattle this month, as buy
tempts at insurrection, which merely
- ers
are
a
hear
for
attorney is C. C. Catron
complainant's
aaminprimed
nis
attack,
;
chronic
against
confusion, banishing
produced
and listening to the appeals should volume of receipts indicate Santa Fe. New 5Iexico.
capital which was badly needed to,st,aUon
veterans of the war for places on possible success.
In Witness Whereof, I have here
develop the rich resources of the isl-,- f
ro11' untl1
t nas U(en
The hog market held up fine last unto set my hand and seal of said
and, after encouraging filibustering' 'nf, l'ay
demonstrated that the outgo of week till
s
of the 106.000 court at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this
expeditions from America, all of fl,,!j'
mone-18 neal'1' twicP 'he income,
j hogs
that came had been sold, but 2nd day of January, A. D. 1912.
which terminated disastrously, to all'.
after that it dropped, and finished in
EDW. L. SAFFORD,
Veterans all on the Pay Roll,
concerned, war between our govern-- '
Clerk.
j
In other words, Cuba is contract- - the $6.23 class, 20 cents below the (SEAL)
ment and Spain, was declared.
Then the insurrectos declared that ing to pay out more money than it is e.best time. Evidently the cholera did Territory of New Slexico,
poor job of cleaning up the hogs of! County of Santa. Fe. No. 6566
al! they wanted was arms and ammu- - taking in.
Every veteran of the wars
Independent Steel & Wire Company
nition. to drive Spain into the ocean, ""less absolutely disabled by the loss the country, the way they are pouring
But when the opportunity was given of a limb or his eyesight, is eligible into all the markets. The run here Plaintiff.
vs.
to the recthem, by the invasion of Cuba by to a job on the police force of Havana today is 1S.000 head, close
New- - 5fexico Central Railroad Com
ord
for
a
run
market
here,
or
5Ionday
the
rural
if
and
thus
he
is
our troops, to make good their boasts,
guard;
we utterly failed to find any con- - disabled his name goes on some other 5 to 10 lower, top $6.20, bulk $5.80 to pany, and Pennsylvania Development
$6.15. The big run is not being forc- Company,. Pittsburg Trust Company,
siderable number of tehse blatant department pay roll, usually the
and the few we did find tional lottery or the health depart-wer- ed in, but is a normal movement, as Charles C. 5Iurray, Harrison Nesbit,
And when jobs are all taken indicated by the increasing average J. B. Finley, Guaranty Title and Trust
far more in need of food and ment.
197 pounds last week
here, Company, Hughes 5Iercantile Com
in
these
departments Gomez finds no weight,
clothing than powder and bullets.
190 pounds the previous week.
pany, First National Bank of AlbuThen Tvllon nftorn l.rlef rnmnaiVn 'difficulty in Creating HeW jobs, llOt
The sheep and lamb market suf- querque, New 5Iexico, Commercial
but for
Pniain surrendered
and evacuated only for veteran soldiers
Ohio,
Thus, in Cuba fered from a panic last week, many National Bank of Columbus,
Cuba instead of showine- sratitnrie. as veteran politicians.
H.
Cincinnnati Equipment
Company,
3ales
not
is
cents
end
of
50
week
uncommon
the
at
the
be
introduced
to
brave men would have- done, theyi't
B. Guiher, Speedwell 51otor Car Comrula
one
below
man
to
to
as
dollar
or
ven
the
tenth.
sixtn.
Wednesday's
used every means in their power to
pany, C. H. Bancroft, X. C. Hunter,
show us (their deliverers) how bit. assistant secretary to this or that of- ing prices. Various trade reasons are John
5IcGlashan, Neil B. Field, Trus
seem
all
fieial
of
the
but
given,
explanations
lottery.
and
is
hated
their
that
us,
terly they
Holders or
a quick return to tee, and the Unknown
and
transitory,
No
is
to
necessary
prove
argument
feeling toward us today. Fortunately
of Santa Fe Central Railway
Pledgees
to
is
is
Run
7,000
expected.
strength
no
that
Government in the world
for them and for us also, as the
Company bonds, and the Unknown
'The Piatt could exist long, under such a persis day, market strong to 25 higher, top Holders of the notes of the New
remarks:
lambs
$3.75,
amendment, which Cuba has placed as tent drain on its resources. But, in wethers$6.53. yearlings worth
Railway
Company,
$4.75, ewes $4.15. Some pre- 51exico Central
an addenda to her Constitution,
the addition to this system of organized
Defendants.
of
dictors
lost
have
prices
higher
it
is
a
L mted States
the
violation
of
plain
virtually has a pro- robbery,
The Dominion Construction Com
ttctorate over the island. Under thatFlatt amendment, quoted above, which their nerve, but the market still has pany, Cross
Complainant.
a
firm
undertone.
clause, Cuba is prohibited from mak-- provides that: "It (the Cuban govern
In the District Court of the First
ir.g any treaty with a foreign power ment) must not contract debts which
Judicial District of New Mexico for
which would endanger her indepen the current revenue would be unable
the County of Santa Fe.
to
handle."
And
here
is
it.
the
which
no
debt
governmust contract
dence;
The persons, firms and corporations
a
as
which
ment
the current revenue would be unable
adopted the above
above named, all of whom are made
Palace.
to handle, and it concedes to the gov part of its Constitution, contracting
cross defendants, nre hereby notified
Elfe;;o Baca, Albuquerque.
ernment of the United States the debts for "nearly twice the income."
that a cross complaint has been filed
W.
to
at
Armijo,
City.
George
to
time,
any
Another
intervene,
right
dispatch says:
against them in the District Court
C.
J.
Worth.
Fort
local
if
life
Caneiton,
and
the
property,
protect
Havana, Cuba, Jan. 17. Conservafor the County of Santa Fe, Territory
O. T. Tcombs, Clayton.
authorities are either unable or un- tives in Cuba and business men of
aforesaid, that being the Court in
Frank Bond, Espanola.
willing to do this.
th island in general today welcomed
which said case is pending, by said
C. Black, Denver.
W.
"Our second entrance," continues the
warning delivered to President
The Dominion ConF. L. F.v ton, Denver.
"came in 1906, Gomez by United States 5Iinister Arthe
struction Company, the general obX. B. Stern, New Y'ork City.
at the request of President Palma. thur 51.
Beaupre for Secretary of
ject of said complaint being to comJ. A. Torres, Denver.
who was unable to cope with a rebel- State P. C. Knox. They want to see
pel the above named persons, firms
W. 51. Stimpson, Denver.
lion which was organized
against fair business methods applied by the
and corporations to make answer to
him.
After a second pacification and f overnment. If these are not put in
the said
for an acMontezuma.
the organization of a new government force at once annexation
to the
of the
under
direction
the
counting
H.
A.
we
Coomer,
City.
under President Gomez,
permitted United States would be welcomed.
for
of
the
cartain
Court,
production
C.
F.
exWilson, City.
the Cubans, in 190S, 10 try the
Of course, men who are engaged in
bonds, for specific performance, and
O. L. Travis. New York City.
anew.
periment of
hones; business undertakings are in
for other and additional relief, as will
York
J.
De
New
told favor of
5Iilt,
In 1908 President Roosevelt
City.
good order, and the only opmore fully appear by reference to the
Ed 5Iechem, Alamogordo.
the Cubans that if a third interven- ponents to it are the hungry tax eatcross complaint filed in the said
Pauline Eberhard, 5Ioxon.
tion should be necessary it would be ers who are forcing the government
cause.
And that unless you enter
Lola
of
of
that into
final.
War
The Secretary
Hayward, City.
bankrup'ev. rihere is only on?
your appearance in said cause on or
Dave Braham, ;Xew York City.
day, who carried this warning to the solution to the question,
and it is
Hobart Cavanaugh, New York City. before the eleventh day of March,
Cubans, is the present President ot (.omained in the following paragraph
will be
rendered
1912, judgment
I. A. Wilks, New Y'ork City.
the United States, and we can rely from the
against you in said cause by default.
R. A. Robertson, Rifle, Colo.
on his patriotism and prudence to do
The name and address of
"It would have been much better for
A. H. Schmidt. Denver.
what is best for both peoples.
State?
Cubans if the United
the
attorneys is Catron &
C. V. Safford, Albuquerque.
But there is a stronger reason for
from the
Catron, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
W. W. Ross, Joliet, 111.
our taking possession of Cuba now when it freed the island
in
had retained
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunC. L. 5Iilehell, Topeka.
than there was at the close of the Spanish ofyoke as itS9S,
did of the other
control
it,
to set my hand
and seal of said
John R. Gass, Albuquerque.
and
is
the
that
war,
speedy
Spanish
of
Gulf
possession in the
court at Santa Fe, New 5Iexico, this
S. Siekmann, Denver.
completion of the Panama Canal. Ed- Spanish the
ConRico.
2nd day of January, A. D., 1912.
A. Berkowitz, Denver.
ward Everett onc,e said, that Cuba, 5Iexico, in island of Porto
the shaping of which we
EDW. L. SAFFORD,
from its geographical position, lying ditions
Clerk.
(SEAL)
as it does right across the entrance have had no hand, and the existence
Coronado.
we regret, may force us ul
Territory of Xew 5Iexico.
to the Gulf of 5Iexico, was the key to of which
Sam Jones, Roswell.
If
correct
mistake.
that
County of Santa Fe. No. 6613.
G. E. Jlerritt, El Paso.
the Mississippi, and it, Cuba, in the timately to
Cuba it will
In the District Court of the First
hands of a strong power, could shut the flag goes up again in
E. E. Perry, El Paso.
remain up."
Judicial District of New Mexico for
u.s out of our own river.
George Sweet, Escanaba, 5Iich.
the County of Santa Fe.
repeat: "If the flag goes up again
E. R. James, Escanaba, 5Iich.
It will be readily seen that the im- in I Cuba
and
the
will
it
remain
up,"
Pittsburg Trust Company, PlainChamita.
F.
J.
Bawley,
portance of Cuba will be vastly eneven
tiff,
John Stafford, Espanola.
hanced when the Canal is finished, sooner it goes up the better
vs.
themselves. As 5L E. Dodge, Espanola.
for then it will almost command the for the
in its
Xew Alexico Central Railroad ComA. V. James, Escanaba, 5fich.
eastern entrance to it. In our own in- New 5Iexico. for the first time
entitled to take part in the
pany, South Side Trust Company of
Jose E. Torres. Socorro.
terests, we must take no chance with histcry is
of
relations
the
government
foieign
Pittsburg, C. C. Murray, Receiver of
Hazel
Calif.
Winslow.
Waters,
these fickle minded Cubans;
their
New 5Iexico Central Railroad Comits citizens must educate themselves
ignorance of international law might in those relations so as to act in
Company, Dominion Construction
EXTREME COLD AND
at any time complicate us with some
51. W. Flournoy,
on the questions that are
Receiver of
pany,
telligently
IN
RUSSIA
SNOWFALL
well
it
is
within
for
power,
foreign
Dominion Construction Company, The
arising in connection
the bounds of probability that such continually
therewith.
Ferguson Contracting Company. P.
Firm
Market
Wheat
Was
an insult might be given to a foreign
at Chicago
Andres
Your friend,
Archibeque. A. J. Apodaca,
in Consequence, Corn Also Disminister as would cause a threatened
A. L. 5IORRISON.
Vigil, Alberto Vigil, W. H. Sutton, E.
invasion of the island, and that we.
playing Strength.
B. Shreves, B. O'Loughlin, R. K. Durunder no possible
circumstances
kan, E. Evers, L. M. Way, B. H. Calcould tolerate. Then, we would have
Still it is Fair Yesterday the max- (Bv stneclal insert TTtrp to 3Vw Mexican
Chicago, 111., Jan. 24. Extreme cold kins, W. W. Richardson, Epimenio V.
a foreign war on our hands.
imum temperature was 31 degrees
and
big snowfalls, making worse the Garcia. Prudencia Garcia, V. Lovato,
But all these contingencies can be and the minimum 23
Fair prospects for
getting supplies from B V. Emerick, W. H. H. Thomas, E.
avoided by acting promptly now. Some v. eather is to continue degrees.
according to Russia, tended today to make the R. Reel, P. Doddridge, A. Butterworth,
idea can be formed of the difficulties the weather bureau. The
relative wheat market firm. Cash demand Felipe Garcia, Harry S. Friday and
with which the President of Cuba is humidity was down to 45
per cent last here was also said to have improved. John 51. Bloom, Defendants.
surrounded by reading the following evening.
The Dominion Construction ComOpening figures were a shade lower
to a like amount, up. May started at pany and The Ferguson Contracting
100
Company, Cross Complainants.
to 1001-2- , and rose to 100
.
The above named
persons, firms
The close was unsettled with
and corporations, and each of them,
May 1013-4- , a gain of
Despite fine weather, corn display- are hereby notified that a cross comoff at plaint has been filed against them in
ed strength. May opened
the District Court for the CouDty of
65
The Successful European Remedy-Wond- erful
and then advanced to 66
Results in Most Stubborn Cases!
for Santa Fe, Territory aforesaid, that
was nervous, at G7
The
close
TO THE PUBLIC
TO PHYSICIANS
above last night.
being the court in which said' case is
May, 1
Please distinguish STOMALIX from the
houses .pending, by said
cash
5Toderate
Physicians
STOMALIX
by
have
prescribing
buying
host of compounds prepared by irresponsimost gratifying results in Chronic
furnished support for oats. May The Dominion Construction Company
ble Inymen and advertised as commercial reported
Gastritis, Gastralgia. and Dyspepsia (comand The Ferguson Contracting Comventures.
down at 49
started a shade to
bined with Chlorosis!. Chronic
STOMALIX Is prepared by a
491-49
Anarnia, Gastric Neurasthenia.
and rose pany, the general object of said
touched
to
Pharmaand
European Physician
Dysentery,
Dilatation of
to 49
being to compel the above
ceutist. Dr. Sail de Carlos, whose name is the Stomach,Hypnchlorhydria.
and in Gastrointestinal Disa guaranty of its worth and its freedom
eases of Children, cases of very long standwere
firm. First sales named persons, firms and corporaProvisions
from anything harmful.
ing yielding to the treatment.
were 5 to
higher with May tions to make answer to the said
I
At All Druggists.
at 16.20 to 16.30 for pork; 9.421-- to cross complaint, for an accounting
E. FOUGEKA A CO, Agents V. &. NEW YORK.
9.47
for under the direction of the Court, and
for lard and 8.3 to 8.77
for other and additional relief, as will
ribs.
n
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tConnects at Colfax with E. P. & S W. Ry. train both North and South,
Stage for Van Houten, X. Al.. meets trains at Preston, T. 51.
Daily except Saturday.
tDaily except Sunday.
Stage leaves Ute Park, X. 51 , for Elizabethtown, X. 51., at 9:00 a. m. daily
except Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $o.30 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Deo 5Ioines, X. 51., for the south at 11:11 p. m., arrives from the south at 4:3S a. m.
'
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW
EDWARD P. DAVIES,

Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Rooms

-

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorney
Practice in fae Distri t Court a
well as before the Supreme Court 01

the territory.
Las Cruces,

BUILDING OR UNION

DEPOT

4

NewMexijo Military
Institute

1

Hotel Arrivals.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
of the Southwest"

Banked by United States War DeInstitupartment as "Distinguished
tion." Army officers detailed by Wai

Inter-Ocea-

Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3VuO
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
II graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and Illustrated catalogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

E. C. ABBOTT

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Banta Fe.
New Mexico
G. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in all the Dhtrict Court
and give special uttciitivn to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Offca: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fo. X. 55.
C. W. Q. WARD

Territorial District Attorn

Ias

New Mexico.

Vegas,

HARRY D. MOULTON
Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe, N. M.
Formerly Special Agent,

G. L. O.

Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. Ft. Easley
EASLEY & EASLPY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in tb courts ana befor
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Banta Fe, N. M., branch Office Estar

n

N. M.

cia,

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in all the Courts and Before the Interior Department.
Xew Mexico.
Taos,
H. L. ORTIZ.

Attorney and Counsetlor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts 10
the Territory.
Santa Fe
New MeUe
,-

JOSE C. ESPINOSA,
Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe, - - - - Xew 5Iexico
Practices before all the courts of

the State.

Office with B. 51. Read, Esq.
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.

t,

Public Stenographer
Santa Fe, X. M.
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
Phone Red 162.

t,

j

Globe-Democta- t.

-

iH'

W. L. DeCLOVV,
America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer,
His Business to New Mexico.

f I

Remov-in- g

I am
arranging to change my business location from Cedai
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15
1912, being my first consignment. I would like to correspond with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.

W. DeCLOW,

Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
I
recently secured a special rate by express by which I can ship
lower rates than ever before. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rapto Albuquerque, N. M., for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
can reach other points at corresponding rates.

Herewith are some Darjwins offered,
by the New Mexican PrintlngCom-pany- ;
Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
bound, $i; paper bound. 76c. Missouri
Pleading forms, J5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; ths two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mcr'.co, ;eS3, 1SD1 and 1903,

y

For San Miguel and Mora Counties

Globe-Democra- t,

Superintendent

have
Jacks at
ids, la,
each, and

New Mexico.

Aitorney-at-La-

Globe-Democr-

The West Point

17-1- 8

Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, Xew 5Iexico.
Assistant District Attorney', First
Judicial District.

e
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS

e
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EAST

cross-complai-
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30
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o

more fully appear by reference to the
filed in said cause.
And that unless you enter your appearance in said cause on or before
the eleventh day of 5Iarch. 1912,
judgment will be rendered against you
in said cause by default.
The name and address of
attorney is C. C. Catron,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal of said court
at Santa Fe, New 51exico, this 2nd
day of January, A. D. 1912.
EDW. L. SAFFORD,
Clerk.
(SEAL)

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

M.

January 11, 1912.
Copy in Triplicate to Pecos Forest.
Notice is hereby given that Fred

Clokey, of Glorieta, N. 51., who, on
June 2, 1900, made homestead
No.
for Lot 4, Sec. 3, Lot 1,
Sec. 4, T. 15 N., and SE
SE1-4- ,
English and Spanish pamnhleta. $2.2S; Section 33, Township 16 N., Range 11
full leather
s.
Sheriff's
Flexlblt E., N. 51. 5Ieridian. has filed notice
Cover Poclc.t Dockets, single, $i.iifi; of intention to make final five year
two or more books. $1 each.
New proof, to establish claim to the land
M'xlco Supreme Court Reports, Noa above described, before Register or
9 asd 10 inclusive, $3.30 each. Com Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa
Dilation Corporation La.Ts, 75 c. Com Fe, N. 51., on the 19 day of Febiuary,
pllation Mining Laws, o c Money's 1912.
names as witnesses:
digest of New Mixlco Rjports. nil; Claimant
R. N. Clokey, Albino Encinias, Carbees, $6.60; full list school blanks.
los Garcia and Fidencio Garcia, all of
Glorieta, N. 51.
Try a New Mexican want Aa. It
MANUEL R. OTERO,
brings reaoZti,
Register.
9492-0740-

.ril.

8

W3-4-

c

c

8

c

2

Gastro-Enteriti-

d

cross-complai-

2

8

221-225- c

2

I

2

2

PROBEBT & COMPANY

Investments
Lairls, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks ot
Retail Lumber Yartf
Merchandise,
and other Business Opportunities
throughout Taos wunty.
Bank References Furnished.

.....

Taos,

DR.

J.

New Mexico.

M. DIAZ,

DON CASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS.

1

to

3 P. M

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist.
Over

Spitz's Jewelry Stole.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.

Phone Red

6.
Office Hours 8a. m.

to

5 p. m.

And by Appointment
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence
Washingtos
Ave. naxt door to Public Library.
Offifte iown 11 a. m. 10 12:30 p. B
2 Ui i p. m. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.

Let Him Know It IT you are out ot
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement In the
New Mexican will reach every business and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
territory. If you have any special talent, do not hide It under a buauei.
Have you Hurniihec nooms to Rent?
A little campaign Want advertising
to the Xew Mexican will keep the income from your furnished rooms from
lapsing. The classified columns are
always looked up closely and it will
Day you well to use them.
FOR GRAZING PERMITS.
Notice is hereby given that all applications
for permits to graze cattle, horses, sheep and
Pecos National Forest during
goats withinotthe
1912 must be filed in my offlee at
the season
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on inor before toMarch
the
regard
Full information
1, 1912.
grazing fees to be charged and blank forms to
APPLICATIONS

be used in making applications will be furnished upon request. THOS. R. STEWART
Supervisor.

s5S
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side of the international line. The
aML'BBi. IIH.HMSJHU HIJU1.l.'g-- TO
CONSERVE WATER;
average per ton mile freight rate in
ICE
in
Unitthe
Canada is no higher than
ed States, but nevertheless tEe report
states: "This has been one of the
hactice Dry Farming When
PLAN best years Canadian railroads ever
Wanted A girl for general houseThere Is Plenty Rain.
had." They have been running with
Address X, New Mexican.
work.
"Checkers" has been called a rac- latter got his money is well told by
the throttle wide open all year, ana
it was something more his attorney, Judge .Martin of Little
has
but
found
Pacific
Canadian
the
it
ing
play,
WANTED Girl for general house
Chicago May Next Year Put necessary to increase its staffs. Traf- than the lure of the track that brought Rock, "He worked UUe Hell and never
'
of Humid Methods in Semi-- ! work and cooking,
.
Apply Mrs. Forn-- a
Application
of
Theso large an audience to the Elks'
fic has been heavier than ever
spent a jienny.
an End to Exactions
venue.
Arid
Manhattan
Means
Conditions
off,
ilti
Repeated
Adroniram
is a crusty old
Immigration travel from the Atlan- atre last evening, to witness Henry M.
Trusts
Crop Failures Lessening Prof
tic to the western provinces has been Blossom's popular comedy. Although codger, but like Shakespeare's fools,
FOR SALE Sinter Sewing
"Honestly," exclaimed Miss Heck, in
its to Farmers.
thirty-fivper cent higher than dur- the play is eight years removed from he sometimes spoke with good com- a tone of
with latest attachments. New.
"if
like
looked
that
disgust,
mon
sense. ".Men treat women with
and most theatregoers,
1910. Tourist travel has increas- Broadway,
142 Marcy St.
A bargain.
MARKET BASKET AS A WEAPON ing
refrain
this
work
I'd
I'd
from
of
sort
raised:
The
question is sometimes
ed to a corresponding degree from have witnessed its performance, at such affected courtesy while they are
and wear kimonos the rest of my "Shall we practice, dry farming when
the states and Europe. The Canadi- least once, yet no one seemed boared courting them, that after marriage
ROOMS FOTv KENT One, three,
life!"
there is plenty of rain?" Most assured
an Pacific reports that its seventeen by its keen, breezy story, unamused common, ordinary
seems
The other girls looked where she ly, writes J. ii. Worst of the North or five nice, new, comfortable rooms
If Housekeepers Woiud Do hotels
have been doing a capacity by its comedy, or untouched byits sen- like extreme cruelty."
pointed and beheld a woman of unde- Dakota Agricultural college in the Wal- for rent at 237 Washington avenue.
The hero has many epigrammatic
Shopping, Living Would
business for twelve months, and that timent. "Checkers" is not a didactic
cided years hanging from the stall lace's Farmer. The time to conserve Large, handsome dining room, excepBe Lower.
its steamships both on the Atlantic drama though it certainly inealeu-Uite- s homilies which he la inches not so bars, in an earnest endeavor to cast moisture
suited lor
is when there is moisture to tionally nice and well
tremenin
much
of
a
the
the
lesson
evil
of gambling as off. or
the
and Pacific have carried
against
charily
at least redistribute, some ol conserve. A farmer remarked to me boarders.
exjudging of one's fellow man. It is ol the unalterable 1'aie that awaits her superfluous avoirdupois.
ice dous business, that freight and
24
Municipal
the other day: "I have got the moisChicago, Jan.
jumped up, and thoroughly American and vigorous in the sucker; one of whom, as he says,
REWARD offered for information
"Oh, I don't think she so bad." said tare on my farm down to a depth ol
harvests to foil the "ice trusts," which press traffic have also
more freight and its presentation of the homely every is born every minute and sometimes Miss Short,
That leading to the return of a valise sto- anxiously glancing down more than three feet already
thrive in most cities was proposed that on the whole
twins.
now
same
the
carried
The
ild game," ,ie at her own lower extremities and niak
"It's
day life in town and village.
farmer's idea is exactly right. He is lcn on Tuesday evening from Miss
in Chicago to Mayor Harrison, but express matter is being
In the United wholesome and refreshing love story declares," the same old "come-ons.than ever before.
ing a mental comparison. "Of course conserving moisture now for next Amy Padilla, between 7 and 8 o'clock,
proposed a week too late unless Boron
was ap When you win yon are a gentleman, she's too fat, but she's well propor year's crop, while his neighbors ate al. from
the residence of Mrs. Alice Boweas comes back to help. Rising tem- Stales permanent improvements with- about which the play centered
most lines have been restricted
I think!" and she felt her arm
the moisture that has recently ler Valise contained about $S.I worth
preciated none the less for its setting when you lose you are abum."
lowing
tioned,
the
prepthat
indicate
city's
peratures
The time of the play is the Chica- near the shoulder, with an imper fallen In abundance to go Its usual ol
in narrow limits, the new lines built of light comedy, pathos, sighs and Te- arations will have to be more expediclothing.
a mileage morse. The play has been described
World's Fair year, IS!)::. The ac- ceptible sigh of relief to find that it way, according to the laws of chance.
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go
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tious than common to get actual
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in
plant
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too,
proportioned
cite tiiiQ vpur Rut the idea has- teen ads with a
Hot Springs, Ark. Checkers meets limbs.
their wheat and other small grain and Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
capital stock of $12-- , edy."
taken root and will grow, it is predictRibbons and sup'
"I do hope," sighed Miss Barclay, in depend upon the clouds to furnish platens furnished.
5S8.400 were sold at foreclosure with
The story is briefly that of a manly. Arthur Kendall, the son of a small
ed, even when the idea of "free ice
moisture as the grain may need It. piles.
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who
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including
Clarksville,
year
herself,
Typewriters
perfect
fund
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going
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wit,
sporty young chap
for the poor" has been relegated
as much rain and rented. Standard makes handled.
This famer will get
the nolitical bunk heap. The sale the Wabash, went into the hands of a taste for excitement and "true blue" the pace, much to the sorrow of nis "that this work won't decrease my from the clouds as just
in
they, and will,
All repair work and typewrites guarthe. all the
He tries to save the young weight." Then she cast an appreciaway through. The title role father.
pond to receivers. On the Canadian side
of ice on the bridewell
Exman from the fate which awaits him, tive eye over her own plump charms. addition, have a large quantity of wa- anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter
statements
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situation
by
that
much
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is
low
by
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dealers at
prices suggested
Phone 23i.
all I can say," returned Miss ter stored up in the subsoil to nourish change.
officials': "Dur- - to that actor's credit while Dave Bra-ha- but is accused by the friends of the
Pacific's
Canadian
"Well,
the
a
with municipal ownership already
the crop should a dry speil occur durgalore
is still the familiar and engag- latter as "playing him for a sucker." Beck, as at a personal affront, as she ing the growing season. And that dry
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spell is very apt to come. I will venin this affair wins hi:ir the love of glimpse of her own sylph-liklegs
found that the pond produced enough new lines. We made great progress "tout." Seldom has it been the pleasture that this particular farmer will
new Windsor station in Mon- ure of Santa Fe theatre folk to see the girl with whom young Kendtll completely hidden by the voluminous
have a big crop next year, whether his
ice to supply the Bridewell and leave on our
building a more winsome and captivating lead thinks he is in love. A job in a coun folds of black bloomers unless she put neighbors do or not. If they get a
MASONIC.
tons. A treal, started a sixteen-storp. surplus of several thousand
in Toronto, a big hotel at Calgary, and
store is not exactly a likely place one forward purposely "is that it's big crop, he will get a bigger crop.
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THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS
.

13 Cans 10c Milk
9 Cans 2 2 Standard Tomatoes,
1--

8 lbs. Good Native Onions,
14 lbs. Sugar

$1.00
1.00

.

.

!

Home Bakinq,

Better every way
I than the ready I

'

Camphor Ice just the thing for
chapped lips. Handy and easy to ap--j
'
ply at Zook's.
Antonio
Lucero,
in
Class
Spanish
secretary of state will meet those
wishing to begin the study of Spanish at his office in the Capitol tonight,
between the hours of 7:;!0 and 8
o'clock.
Passed bv the National Board of:
Censorship Mexican Girl's Love Fri
day night, New State Theater.
Wistaria, it's a Vitagraph, and a
good one. It's at the Elks' tonight,
Arrested in Estancia John Smith,;
alleeed horse thief who broke out of
jail at Flagstaff, Arizona, was arrest-- !
ed at Estancia and is being taken
Y.!
back to Flagstaff by Sheriff J.
Francis.
Comina Friday, special Mexican;
Girl's Love. New State Theatre.
There will Be a new seno of ad-- J
j

$ .25

Phone No. 4

--

I

Tim

i

J

1

IWlHAttr)

1

j

1.00

F. ANDREWS.

Phone No. 4

State Theater.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS
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More

i

Things, You Know, Are Pushed Along!

!

A

j

The Reason They Take Such a Hike,
Is, Because They're the Kind the People Like!

I

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24, 1912.

at.

nouncing a name w be given by the
lodge at the Palace hotel tonight.
Coming Friday, special Mexican
Girl's Love. New State Theatre
Oyster Supper Tonight From five
to seven this evening, the ladies of
St. John's M. E. church will serve an
oyster supper in the basement oi the
j
church. Tickets, 50 ctnts.
Benito
Sheriff
Appointed
Deputy
Alarid. custodian of the Court House,
has been appointed a deputy sheriff
by Sheriff Charles Closson. The ap-- j
pointment is a good one.
Free Dance Thursday night New!

THE GOODS WE BUY DO NOT STAY LONG!
Good
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What is the difference between the
President's traveling expenses and
a menu card?
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WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 24 Co- lorado and New Mexico to- niirht and Thursday fair: not
much change in temperature.
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will be worth reading. Keep your eye j
on page eight.
Goebels.
Si
8
Booze Gets the Strongest Big Art
Little Injun a laugh from start to
finish. It's at the Klks' tonight
Brownless, football star at Princeton
Cominq
Friday, special Mexican in 1S89 was arraigned in Jefferson
Girl's Love.
Market Court at New York for habitAVANTED-- - Clean
cotton rag- s- ual drunkenness, which has dragged Wiese, chancellor Mrs. Florence Ris- MEXICAN AMBASSADOR HAS
REACHED MILAN, ITALY.
four cents per pound. New Mexican l::m down to the gutter. His own sis- - ing treasurer; Mrs. Nellie Friday re'
office.
corder.
tev appeared against him.
.
For Achina Back, use Zook's Red
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YOU'LL LIKE OUR MEATS ing
that society girls are not excused from ican government to King Victor Emwill be balloted for. A large attend- net tly.
attending services any more than their
of Italy
Passed by the National Board of kitchen maids. "A girl will not be manuel for the participation
ance is desired.
tender our chops,
in the Centennial of. Mexican, indejyost
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special Mexican Censorship Mexican Girl's Love Fri asked on judgment day how
Friday,
many
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Girl's Love. New State Theatre.
day night, New State Theater.
and dances she attended," he pendence
our steaks are rare.
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Meetings
Fatal Shnottna Donachu:o Duran I Evangelistic
will be asked what
"but
continued,
at
FOR SALE.
of Capulin, Colorado, shot and fatally ova n eel i stir, 'meetings will begin
she did with her soul."
JTxcellent our hams, salt
wounded 20 year old Eliseo Gallegos, 7:45 o'clock tonight at the Presby-- :
National Bank of Santa
First
The
Tonight New State cracker eating
whom he accused of being intimate terian church. The subject which the show.
Fe offers for sale the building now
meats the same,
Rev. B. Z. McCullough has chosen for
house .
with Mrs. Duran.
Tonight's Program at the Elks': occupied by it as a banking
Don't Miss the Show at the Elks' his discourse this evening is "Salt."! Little Injun; Wistaria, and the En possession given as sooni as the ba:
cuts prepared with
The meetings will continue indefinite
tonight. It's good.
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gineer's Daughter. Don't miss it.
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SEMMES DEAD IN ARKANSAS.
New Officers of Royal Neighbors
"Windy Bill" Samson If you want
on the premises sold. Notes to be
Santa
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a good windmill well the Samson The Royal Neighbors Lodge
cent
you, our aim
to New Mexican i eiven with interest at six per
is right. See Santa Fe Hardware & Fe installed officers last evening at (By Special Teased Wire
S.
24.
S.
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Osceola, Arkansas,
the Firemen's Hall for the ensuing
Supply Co.
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Mrs. Semmes, the eldest son of the I?lo This offer will stand open
Dance at Palace
Invitations have year. The new officers are:
of the from date. Santa Fe, N. M., January
Semmes
Admiral
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Mrs.
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